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C. Answer these questions. (to be written in school notebook.)
4. How did the tree pay the poet back for all his love and care?

Ans. The tree paid back for all the love and care that it was showered upon by the speaker and his family by

giving shelter to the them from sun and rain.It was a beautiful sight with its red blossoms that covered the

track and speaker along with his siblings ran around it and climbed it.

5.How long did it take to cut down the aged tree?

Ans: It took four hours to cut down the aged tree.The poet and his family were shocked and the labourers

looked sheepish.

D. 1. Describe the poet’s relationship with the Gul mohar tree.

Ans: The speaker had a profound affinity with the Gul mohar tree.His father had planted it and he and his

family tended it with care, watered it regularly and watched it grow. When the first shoots appeared on the

boughs, they were overjoyed. They drove away the cows and goats which could damage it and spent a lot of

time caring for it. The speaker watched it grow to a red-roofed tree which provided shelter from sun and rain

and formed a beautiful canopy of red blossoms on the track. He ran around it, climbed on it and shook its

roots and branches. The tree witnessed his boyish exploits and for forty years it spread red carpets on

the summer floor. When , one day, it was cut down to widen the track and its root, trunk and branches were

sent to the saw mill, the speaker was filled with sorrow. However, when the twigs of the tree were taken

away by birds to build their nests, he was overcome by a feeling of hope. The tree could not be forgotten and

still it was of some use. It was now shelter for tiny birds that rested in the nest built from its twigs.



2.What do you think will happen if we do not respect nature and all that it gives us?

Ans: If we do not respect nature and all that it gives us, it is possible that we may become victims of natural

Disasters. We will be left with no greenery, there will be no groundwater and the Earth will become prone to

floods.

The poet is hinting at the ruthlessness in our treatment of nature.

Completely prepared at home.




